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Supercomputing
•

There are three ways of
doing anything faster:
•

Work harder

•

Work smarter

•

Get help

•

Next station: Exascale.
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[top500.org]

Exascale Computing
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[top500.org]

Exascale Computing

•

„Using the conservative 2.7 teraflops/chip estimate, it will take more
than 370 thousand of these chips to get to a peak exaflop …“

•

„… the system would need more than 1,000 such racks in the final
exascale machine.“
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Exascale Computing
•

Millions of compute cores

•

Billions of concurrent activities

•

Faults in the order of minutes

•

Checkpointing takes hours

•

Silent data corruption everywhere

•

Software faults everywhere

•

Redundancy limited by costs and power wall (20MW)
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Exascale Reliability
•

Let’s just keep the current mean time to interrupt (MTTI)

•

10x - 100x increase in core count =

•

•

… at least 10x increase in
hardware reliability

•

… at least 10x increase in
software reliability

•

… at least 10x increase in
fault tolerance efficiency

(Wrong) assumption: No major change in technologies.
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Exascale: Two fronts
Increasing
Performance
Increasing Reliability

High-Performance
Computing

Design Space
Desktop Systems

High-Availability
Systems

Airplane

Increasing Costs
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Reliability 101
•

•

•

Fault intolerance - „They are not acceptable“
•

Fault prevention - „Do not introduce them“

•

Fault removal - „Remove them“

Fault tolerance - „They happen anyway“
•

Error recovery - „Heal their effects“

•

Error mitigation - „Circumvent their effects“

Models to understand the fault -> error -> failure chain
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HPC Reliability - Fault Classes
„It is important to note that the number
of failures with undetermined root
cause is significant. [...] hardware and
software are among the largest
contributors to failures.“
[Schröder06]
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HPC
Reliability
Compilers
program , and miniFE from the DOE proxy applications.
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1

Run faster through better code

2
Speedup

•

2.5

Compiler optimizations have a
reliability impact [Ashraf17]
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Varying increase of failure rates
from increasing optimization
Blindly applying maximum
optimization is no longer
feasible
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Fig. 1: Performance impact of compiler optimizations.
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each application
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•

LULESH [12] is a shock hydrodynamics proxy application developed by the ASCR ExMatEx Exascale Co-Design Center2
to model numerical algorithms and data motion of scientific
applications that solves a Sedov blast problem with analytical
answers. We run LULESH with total aggregate number of
elements equals to 91125 and 1728000 for single node and
multiple node experiments, respectively. LAMMPS [23] is a
molecular dynamics code that models an ensemble of particles
in a liquid, solid, or gaseous state. The application computes
Newton’s equations of motion for system of interacting particles and can model atomic, polymeric, biological, metallic,
•
granular, and coarse-grained systems using a variety of force
fields and boundary conditions. We solve the Cu metallic
solid with embedded atom method (EAM) potential which
•
involves
the dynamics of 32,000 atoms for 20,000 and 75,000
time steps for single node and multiple node experiments,
respectively. MCB3 models the solution of a heuristic transport
equation using a Monte Carlo technique. The application
•
employs typical features of Monte Carlo algorithms such as
particle creation, particle tracking, tallying particle information, and particle destruction. The heuristic transport equation
models the behavior of particles that are originated, and then
travel with a constant velocity, scatter, and are absorbed. We
• our MCB experiments with up to 12 million particles.
run
miniFE4 is a DOE proxy application which implements several
kernels resembling implicit finite-element applications. The
application assembles a sparse linear-system from the steadystate conduction equation on a brick-shaped problem domain

HPC Reliability - DRAM
•
•

Soft errors through package pollution, temperature, cosmic rays …

Fig. 5. Number of errors per hour for different number of corrupted bits

Example: Analysis with disabled ECC in an HPC cluster
Clearly, single bit-flips (magenta) are the predominant typ
[Bautista-Gomez16]
of memory errors, as shown in the analysis above. We observ
•

a rather homogeneous distribution of memory errors throug
the day; that is to say, when we look at all the corruption
923 nodes, one year, 4.2 millionlogged
nodeduring
errors
detected,
our study,
we do not find any particular time o
day where memory errors are more or less frequent.
up to 9 corrupted bits per word

•

Over 99.9% of errors in less
then 1% of the nodes

•

Recommendation: Put nodes
immediately into quarantine
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Fig. 6. Number of memory errors per hour for multi-bit corruptions

period. Such “nonharmful” fatal events were not counted in
the MTTI by the system administrators. Second, in Figure
9, we can clearly see a seasonality feature throughout the
5-year logging period. Specifically, failure rates are lower
in the winter and higher in the summer, in terms of the
Chicago climate graph (the sub-figure in Figure 9) that is
extracted from [35]. The possible reason is that either coolan
5 years of logs for IBM system
Blue Gene/Q
Mira
system
[Di18]
or electric
wiring
system
has heavier burden in the
summer than in the winter, leading to more errors in the
hot season. In particular, we can observe that the monthly
49.152 nodes, 786.432 cores, PowerPC A2 1.6 GHz
fatal event count reached up to 76 and 42 in July of 2013 and
July of 2015, respectively, which was caused by the circui
problem
and coolant
issue,attributes
respectively, as
80% of fatal events are breaker
indicated
by ~20%
of the system
monitored
confirmed by the system administrator.

HPC Reliability - Long Term
•
•
•
•

Strong clustering

•

Strong seasonality

•

Spatial error correlation
mainly inside racks

•

MTTI 2-4 days

Av. precipitation Chicago Climate Graph
Av. high temp
Av. low temp
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Fig. 9. Monthly count of the filtered fatal events

CPU -> GPU

Figure 1 Transistor growth and Supercomputer
performance as reported in [1]
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HPC Reliability - GPU
•

Titan supercomputer [Nie16]
•

18.688 x K20X, 6GB memory, 60 Million node hours, 5 months

•

Single-bit-errors do not correlate with core / memory utilization

•

Application / user is relevant
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Clouds?

•

Approach: Redundancy with cheap hardware
•

Virtualize everything

•

Replicate everything

•

Reduce data consistency

•

Treat errors stochastically

[Facebook]

•

Load balancing and failover
are comparable problems
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•

Google & friends solve a different problem

•

Cloud: Billions of small single requests, throughput counts

•

HPC: Thousands of gigantic single requests, completion counts

•

Clouds aim for availability, HPC (still) for reliability

[dilbert.com]

Clouds?
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•

Reliability is getting crucial (again).

•

Post-mortem analysis is too late.

•

Hardware can no longer solve it alone.

•

It does not help to wait.

•

Accept that you have no clue about what is going on.

•

Create novel ways to deal with this partial system knowledge.

•

Make uncertainty explicit.

http://amybrucker.com/

Proposal: Embrace the Uncertainty
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•
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Uncertainty: Resilient Programming
•

Processes need to fail-fast

•

Applications apply own fault tolerance
schemes
•

User level failure mitigation (ULFM)

•

Actor-based message passing

•

Automated instruction redundancy

•

Active participation by HPC users

•

Old codes will most likely break

save_checkpoint()
result = primary_module()
if acceptance_test(result):
return result
else:
load_checkpoint()
result = alt_module1()
if acceptance_test(result):
return result
else:
load_checkpoint()
result = alt_module2()
if acceptance_test(result):
return result
else:
terminate()
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Uncertainty: Anomaly Signals
•

•

Anomaly detection approach
[Oliner08, Salfner12]
•

Monitoring on different
system levels with
incompatible metrics

•

Each error situation can best
be identified by only one of
the system layers

Idea: Normalize and correlate
health indicators across all
system levels
20

You are not alone …

21

Conclusion
•

Reliability must become a first-class citizen (again)

•

Proposals:
•

Learn from the non-HPC world

•

Responsibility must move
upwards in the stack

•

Make uncertainty explicit,
on all layers

•

„Work smarter“
22
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